Geotechnical Proposals
Geotechnical Proposals

- As investigations get more complicated (testing, traffic control, etc.) and project planning becomes more detailed, investigation costs rise

- Distribution of Costs
  - Reconnaissance and Planning = 7%
  - Drilling and Sampling = 50%
  - Laboratory Testing = 19%
  - Analysis and Report Preparation = 24%
Geotechnical Proposals

- Prepare the price proposal in accordance with the Specifications for Consultant Services, Chapter 6, Price Proposals for Agreements and Modifications
  - Cost Summary
  - Detailed breakdown of proposed total hours, personnel categories, and labor rates - labor categories should be specific to your company
  - Non-labor direct cost summary
  - Overhead and cost of money calculation documentation
Geotechnical Proposals

- Must have a well-explained scope of services accompanying cost summary
  - Clearly explain proposed drilling program; include boring plan
  - Present an itemized boring list and total rock and soil drilling footage
  - Clearly explain status of investigation (preliminary, final, step 6, etc.)
  - Clearly identify “if authorized” scope of work and present separate cost summary, as requested
  - Clearly identify and segregate all traffic maintenance costs